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It can be challenging for people in an innovation project to develop a shared understanding
of the project's overall vision and of what they need to do practically especially if the project
is organized as networked innovation and follows a designerly approach. Yet shared understanding is critical for success. Based on an explorative study of one innovation project, in
which ICT applications are developed, we discuss the ways in which the development and
evaluation of scenarios and demonstrators can help the people involved to develop a shared
understanding. Furthermore, we propose several recommendations for managers of innovation projects for e®ectively organizing the development and evaluation of scenarios and
demonstrators.
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1. Introduction
The goal of this paper is to further our understanding of the ways in which the
development and evaluation of scenarios and demonstrators can help the people
involved in an innovation project to develop a shared understanding
a shared
understanding both of the project's overall vision and of what they need to do
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practically. We are particularly interested in networked innovation projects that
follow a designerly approach because we speculate that in such projects the development of shared understanding is especially critical and can be especially di±cult.
Networked innovation is probably best known through the notion of open innovation, introduced by Chesbrough [2003], which refers to organizing innovation
processes in ways that enable the sharing of ideas and knowledge between organizations. Given that \normal" innovation projects often involve high levels of complexity and uncertainty, it is not surprising that networked innovation projects are
often even more complex and uncertain, and that e®ectively managing such projects
often requires a lot of e®ort. Issues that must be taken into account include, e.g. the
clari¯cation, communication and alignment of project partners' interests, goals and
responsibilities.
One way of coping with this complexity and uncertainty is to follow a designerly
approach. We use this term to refer to the application of design thinking [Brown
(2009); Cross (2011)], i.e. an approach to solving problems which acknowledges that
many problems in the real world are ill-structured [Buchanan (1992); Coyne (2004)]
and that one must make decisions based on incomplete information. In a designerly
approach, people are concerned both with exploring and articulating problems and
with exploring and developing possible solutions: a \design process involves ¯nding
as well as solving problems" [Lawson (2006)], p. 125)] and the \problem and solution
co-evolve" [Cross (2006)], p. 80)]. Ideally, the processes of problem ¯nding and of
solution ¯nding are combined by organizing iterations in which participants try-out
things, learn from that and bring the project further. Making and testing drawings
and models during this iterative process is intrinsic and crucial to design thinking
[Brown (2009); Cross (2011)].
Networked innovation o®ers bene¯ts, such as being able to draw ideas and
knowledge from other organizations. And a designerly approach o®ers bene¯ts, such
as being able to make progress in a context of complexity and uncertainty. However,
these approaches also pose challenges from a management perspective. People from
di®erent organizations bring their di®erent
and possibly con°icting
interests
and goals with them. And trying-out and learning in an iterative fashion can seem to
con°ict with a mainstream management focus on organizing projects in a linear
fashion (\from A to B").
A helpful perspective to understand such issues and to e®ectively organize innovation is shared understanding, which was de¯ned by Kleinsmann [2006, p. 68] as
\a similarity in the individual perceptions of actors about either how the design
content is conceptualized (content) or how the transactive memory system works
(process)." For innovation projects
and especially for networked innovation
projects that follow a designerly approach
it is critical that the people involved
develop a shared understanding of both content and process of the project: of the
overall vision and higher-order goals of the project, what needs to be done concretely, and of the ways in which the people involved can cooperate (op. cit., pp. 66–
69). Shared understanding is necessary for e®ective cooperation. There are, however,
many and diverse barriers to developing shared understanding, such as miscommunication or frictions between di®erent people or organizations because of their
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di®ering perspectives, interests or goals [Kleinsmann et al. (2007); Kleinsmann and
Valkenburg (2008)].
In this paper, we will focus on the ways in which the development and evaluation
of scenarios and demonstrators can promote shared understanding. We use the
word scenarios in order to refer to all sorts of descriptions and/or visualizations of
situations in which (¯ctional) people use the applications that are developed and
evaluated during the innovation process. Developing and evaluating such scenarios is an accepted practice in the development of ICT applications [Alexander
and Maiden (2004); Carroll (1995); Cooper (1999); Cooper and Reimann (2003)].
Typically, the goal is to explore, discuss and articulate the problem or opportunity
which will be addressed in the project. Furthermore, we use the word demonstrators
to refer to all sorts of visualizations or materializations of technologies that people
make in order to explore, try-out, discuss and evaluate possible solutions for these
problems, e.g. in the form of mock-ups or prototypes [Brown (2009); Cross (2011)].
Developing, discussing and evaluating scenarios and demonstrators can enable
diverse people, e.g. project-team members, (potential) users and stakeholders outside
the project, to participate in the innovation process. It is a way to bring di®erent
disciplines and di®erent experts together, so they can develop a shared understanding. Scenarios and demonstrators are often used in participatory design
[Greenbaum and Kyng (1991); Kyng and Mathiassen (1997); Schuler and Namioka
(1993)] to put users and their practical experience center stage and to actively
involve them in the innovation process.
A better understanding of the role of scenarios and demonstrators in the promotion of shared understanding
and of ways to e®ectively organize the development, discussion and evaluation of scenarios and demonstrators
is relevant for
managers of innovation projects. Our research question is, therefore: In which ways
do the development and evaluation of scenarios and demonstrators help the participants in an innovation project
especially in a networked innovation project that
follows a designerly approach
to develop a shared understanding of the project's
content and process ?

2. Ideation is at the Heart of the Design Process
Generating and expressing ideas, visualizing and materializing ideas, and trying-out
and evaluating ideas
in short: the process of ideation, from conception to realization
is at the heart of the design process. Ideas need to be expressed, in words or
in visuals, so that people can discuss these ideas. It is no coincidence that the word
design is derived from the French desseign, which comes from the Latin designare,
which means to draw.
In this process, ideas take many di®erent forms and all sorts of shapes and
qualities. Ideas start in the mind of individual designers
only accessible to them.
As soon as the idea is expressed in words or pictures, it becomes accessible for others,
e.g. to discuss the idea or to provide feedback. In ¯elds like product design or
architecture, ideas are often ¯rst expressed as sketches and later as (scale) models.
This is more di±cult and often di®erent for the development of ICT applications,
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such as telecom, multimedia or gaming applications, in which the \things" are intangible and interactive
it is hard to make these \things" visual or tangible.
Therefore, in ¯elds like interaction design or service design, ideas are often expressed
as scenarios that describe or visualize situations in which people use and experience
an application or service, e.g. in the form of storyboards of a \customer journey"
[Parker and Heapy (2006)]. For the development and evaluation of ICT applications
intangible and interactive \things"
it is especially critical to visualize
not only the \things", but situations in which people use and experience these
\things", e.g. during the \service encounter". In order to better understand these
issues, we will focus on a project in which telecom, multimedia and gaming applications are developed and evaluated (in the sections below).
The purpose of sketching is not only to express and document the idea, but also to
discuss, evaluate and further develop it. According to Sch€on [1983], designers engage
in a \conversation with the situation" in which \the drawing talks back". A designer
uses sketches to solicit feedback in order to improve the idea, e.g. from fellow projectteam members, from stakeholders outside the project or from potential users.
Typical next steps
after initial sketches or (scale) models
are the making
of more elaborated technical drawings or models, which are used to discuss the
technical feasibility of the idea, within the project or with stakeholders. Typically,
in the ¯nal steps of a project, realistic and functional prototypes are produced and
evaluated during user studies or market trials.
In the automotive industry the notion exists of the concept car : a full size,
3D model of a future car. Concept cars are used to show to the larger public the ideas
of a car company about the future of their car models. Interestingly, other industry
sectors are also using the term concept car, even when they are concerned with
entirely other products
not with cars. For example, at the 2011 Las Vegas
Consumer Electronics Show there were over 100 concept cars of potential iPad
competitors. To avoid the awkwardness of talking about a concept car when not
referring to cars, we introduced a new term for this kind of demonstration model,
projecta [Buijs (2009)], which refers to its function of projecting (throwing forward)
an idea
so that it can be discussed, evaluated and further developed. Projectas
function as boundary objects [Carlile (2002)], i.e. objects that help participants in the
design process to communicate and cooperate across boundaries.
3. Case Study
In order to address our research question, we conducted a single case study [Yin
(1994)]. We studied one project (TA2, see below), in which two of the authors have
worked, and chose to study this project from within, over a period of three years
(2008)–(2010).
One argument in favor of this approach (a single case, from within), is that
in order to study the phenomenon we are interested in (the role of scenarios and
visualizations in promoting shared understanding), one needs to study projectteam members' practices closely, in detail and over a long period. Moreover, a
single case o®ers \an opportunity to observe and interpret a phenomenon previously
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inaccessible to scienti¯c investigation" [Yin (1994, pp. 38–40)]. Practitioners rarely
engage in scholarly research or that students of organization participate in a project;
there is a gap between practices in organizations and theories about organizations
[Jarzabkowski et al. (2010)].
We studied this project through participant observation and through content
analysis [Easterby-Smith et al. (2002, p. 110–114, 118–122)]. Participant observation (of communication and cooperation within the project) was conducted by two of
the authors who worked in the project: Williams, who is general project manager,
which o®ered him an overall perspective on the project, and Steen, who works as
a researcher in the project, which o®ered him a work-°oor perspective. Moreover,
co-author Buijs provided an outsider perspective, as he was not involved in the
project
only in the analysis and discussion documented in this paper. Content
analysis involved the analysis of a range of documents which were produced by
project-team members. This content was retrieved from the project archive, which
contains (amongst other things) reports, presentations and minutes of twelve
project-team meetings between February 2008 and December 2010 (typically involving 30 people for three days, held three times per year) and three review
meetings (typically involving project-team members and three external reviewers
who evaluate the project, held annually).
3.1. The TA2 project
TA2, the title of the project studied, is an acronym for Together Anywhere, Together
Anytime, and summarizes its overall vision and goal: \to make communications and
engagement easier among groups of people separated in space and time [by supporting] group-to-group communication" [TA2 (2008)]. This focus on enabling
people to engage in group-to-group communication distinguishes the project from
many other projects, and many products, that focus on one-to-one communication
between individuals. TA2 is a large-scale integrating project of the ICT Work
Programme, under the European Community's 7th Framework Programme, with a
budget of 18 Million Euro, running from February 2008 to January 2012.
TA2 is a case of networked innovation because the project consortium consists of
diverse organizations: Eurescom (European Institute for Research and Strategic
Studies in Telecommunications, Germany), British Telecommunications (UK),
Alcatel-Lucent Bell (Belgium), Philips Consumer Electronics (The Netherlands),
Ravensburger Spieleverlag (Germany), Limbic Entertainment (Germany) (industry), The Interactive Institute (Sweden), CWI (Centre for Mathematics and Informatics, The Netherlands), TNO (Netherlands Organisation for Applied Scienti¯c
Research, The Netherlands), Fraunhofer-IIS (Institute for Integrated Circuits)
(Germany), IDIAP Research Institute (Switzerland), Joanneum Research (Austria),
Goldsmiths, University of London (UK) and Brno University of Technology (Czech
Republic).
Furthermore, TA2 is an example of a project that follows a designerly approach
because the project is organized in iterative cycles of exploring, discussing and
further de¯ning the problem and simultaneously developing, trying-out and
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improving possible solutions. Moreover, multidisciplinary teamwork
there are
about 40 project-team members, with diverse backgrounds, such as computer science, engineering, business administration, psychology, interaction design and social
science
and the making and evaluating of all sorts of drawings and models are key
to this designerly approach.
3.2. Content and process
TA2 is partly driven by the development of innovative technologies and partly driven
by human-centered design (HCD) [ISO 13407 (1999); Steen (2011, 2012)] and codesign [Sanders and Stappers (2008); Steen (2013)]. On a content-level, the project
aims to develop a range of innovative, online telecom, multimedia and gaming
applications, and enabling technologies, such as real-time video communication, and
underlying architectures, software languages and standards. On a process-level, the
project follows a HCD approach, in which potential users are actively involved in
research, design and evaluation activities, e.g. in workshops, groups and interviews,
and in user tests, trials and experiments. Overall, technologies are viewed as enablers
that can help people to engage in social interactions and to experience togetherness.
This approach can be illustrated with a diagram that shows the project's 10-work
packages (WP's) (Fig. 1), and a diagram that shows the project's activities (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1. The work packages in the TA2 project. Each involves multidisciplinary teams and operates in
iterative cycles: WP1 Coordination, management and quality assurance; WP2 Initial analysis and
requirements; WP3 Concept development and integration; WP4 Open reference architectures; WP5 Data
capture, encoding, translation and congestion; WP6 Data analysis and interpretation; WP7 Modeling and
orchestration; WP8 Best practices and evaluation; WP9 Dissemination, exploitation and training; WP10
Demonstration.
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Fig. 2. The activities in the TA2 project. Each involves multidisciplinary teams and operates in iterative
cycles: scenarios and technology requirements; application and architecture design; technology and application development; integration and testing; business context and evaluation.

The project started with WP2 Initial analysis and requirements (Fig. 1), i.e. with
thinking about the project's vision (to enable people to engage in group-to-group
communication when separated in space and time) and about possible solutions
(telecom, multimedia and gaming applications), which resulted in application scenarios and requirements (Scenarios and technology requirements, Fig. 2). This became input for WP4, 5, 6 and 7 (Fig. 1), where people worked on developing
technology (Application and architecture design, and Technology and application
development, Fig. 2). The application scenarios and requirements were also input for
WP 3 Concept development and integration (Fig. 1), in which scenarios and
demonstrators were developed, based on these technologies. Below, we focus on the
development (WP 3 Concept development and integration) and evaluation (WP 8
Best practice and evaluation) of several scenarios and demonstrators.

4. Scenarios, Demonstrators and Visuals in TA2
Based on participant observation and on three interviews with key personnel in
the TA2 project, the following ¯ve kinds of scenarios, demonstrators and visuals
were identi¯ed as critical for the development of shared understanding in the TA2
project:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

Scenarios in the form of short written descriptions.
Scenarios in the form of storyboards.
Demonstrators in the form of mock-ups.
Demonstrators in the form of prototypes.
Project management visuals.

Below, we discuss these kinds of scenarios, demonstrators and visuals: in which
settings, and for what purposes, they were used; how they were developed and
evaluated, and how this promoted the development of shared understanding.
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4.1. Scenarios in the form of short written descriptions
Before the start of the project, several key project-team members
at that time
working in another project, with a related mission and content
articulated ideas
for developing innovative telecom multimedia and gaming applications the project.
They expressed their ideas for ¯ve di®erent applications in the form of short written
descriptions, with each application targeted
although not exclusively
a different group of people: Family Game (for families); Child's Play (for teenagers); Sixth
Age (for older people); My Videos (for parents of school-going children); and Connected Lobby (a portal to the other applications). See the text box below for one
example (from Project Proposal Annex Part B, 2007, pp. 8–12):
Family Game: The TA2 project will develop a game environment
that will support game play between two or more teams of players
who are situated in di®erent physical locations. The game play
can occur either synchronously (when all members are online at the
same time), or asynchronously (allowing di®erent groups to contribute their moves at separate times during the day or week).
Central to the game experience will be the ability to see opposing
teams through a video communication channel and to communicate
easily and openly using a multi-speaker and multi-microphone setup. The underlying communications system would orchestrate and
facilitate the interaction between the teams and would intelligently
direct the cameras to capture the game experience.
These short scenarios helped to promote shared understanding in the early phases
of the project: of the overall project vision and on its focus on people and their
experiences, needs and preferences; and also of several di®erent ideas for developing
innovative technologies and applications to realize this vision.
Three months into the project, key project-team members participated in a
Scenario Planning Workshop, in which they were invited to empathize with diverse
groups of users. This was done by exploring and discussing several Familias [Kort et al.
(2010)], i.e. descriptions of groups of users, e.g. families with family members that live
abroad, rather than Personas, which typically describe individuals [Pruitt and Adlin
(2006); Floyd et al. (2008)]. Taking these groups of people as a starting point, they
wrote short texts that described situations in which these people use one of the TA2
applications. This workshop helped to create focus: by further developing and improving the ideas, and by prioritizing and selecting ideas for further development. For
example, the scenarios were made more speci¯c and detailed in that speci¯c games and
applications were envisioned for Family Game (Space Explorers, an interactive version
of a collaborative board game), for Child's Play (Jump Style, a telecom and multimedia
application for practicing dance moves) and for Sixth Age (Pairs, a multiplayer, online
version of the popular memory game). See the text box below for example (from
project deliverable D2.3 Concept Demonstrator Descriptions, 2008, pp. 11–12):
Family Game/Space Explorers is an augmented role playing game
that can be played by groups of people in di®erent houses. The
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context for the role playing game happens to be space related. The
key features of the game are that it: Is played between people in
di®erent locations; that physical objects are used to augment the
online elements of the game; that clear communication is designed
to be a requirement of successful game play
so that only through
collaboration can people succeed.
The game is played in real time. As soon as a household starts a
game, a mission is set for this space station from the central server
(e.g. reaching a certain point in space, transporting goods, destroying
a dangerous meteor, etc.). The game software holds certain parameters which de¯ne the \health" of the station (power supply, state
of shields, amount of food, oxygen, raw materials, etc.). The crew
members of the space station may want to start a mission on their
own and try to achieve it, but normally they will not be able to
succeed without contacting other space stations (TA2 households).
4.2. Scenarios in the form of storyboards
Five of these scenarios were selected for further development and visualized as
storyboards. Each storyboard consisted of approximately 10 color drawings with
limited text, which visualized situations in which people use one of the applications.
The storyboards for each scenario were developed in an iterative process, in which
that scenario's vision holder (a project-team member responsible for developing
\a plausible and attractive application that illustrates the key features of the TA2
vision"), and technical integrator (project-team member responsible for making sure
that \the application demonstrator . . . works technically and is capable of supporting a form of evaluation") gave input and feedback to a professional illustrator,
who made the drawings. This way of developing the storyboards promoted shared
understanding between vision holder, technical integrator and other project-team
members involved in developing the application and the underlying technologies.
Making these storyboards also forced the project-team members to be more
precise and concrete than when writing the scenarios. When making a drawing,
attention must be paid to many details, and when looking at a drawing, attention is
drawn to many details
more details than when dealing with prose because words
alone allow for more °exibility and interpretation. For drawings, many questions are
raised and need to be answered: In which situation will people use this application?
What does this situation look like? What else is there in this situation? On what
devices will people use this application? In prose, one can leave out many of these
details. Similarly, it has been argued that prose is more appropriate during meetings
in the early phases of idea generation because they o®er °exibility of interpretation,
whereas drawings are more appropriate in meetings later in the development process
because they force people to be precise [Van der Lugt (2001)].
One of the revisions in this iterative process of making the storyboards was to
reduce the \Star Trek" appearance of the application (Fig. 3): replacing the man at
the right end of the ¯rst sketch (black-and-white, Fig. 3(a)) with a more \normal"
1440001-9
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Storyboard elements for the Family Game/Space Explorers: sketch (a) and ¯nal drawing (b)
(color online).

character in the ¯nal drawing (color, Fig. 3(b)), so that people can more easily relate
to the application.
Furthermore, the storyboards were used for discussing the di®erent applications
with (potential) users in a series of focus groups with people from di®erent target
groups [Kort et al. (2010)]: Family Game/Space Explorers was discussed with
players of board games; Child's Play/Jump Style with teenagers; Sixth Age/Pairs
with elderly people; My Videos with parents of school-going children; and Connected
Lobby with family members. These focus groups helped to understand people's daily
lives and their expectations, needs and preferences in relation to the di®erent
applications. The ¯ndings from these focus groups were used to further develop and
improve the applications.
Moreover, the storyboards helped to discuss the overall vision of the project
(enabling people to engage in social interaction and to experience togetherness)
as well as the tangible results which the project sought to deliver (a range of innovative applications and technologies). The storyboards promoted the development of
shared understanding of what the project is about (its vision and its results), both
within the project-team, e.g. between project-team members with di®erent backgrounds and in di®erent work packages, and with people outside the project, such as
managers from the project consortium partners or external reviewers of the project.
From a technology development perspective, the storyboards also marked the
move from developing the ideas for the applications (WP2 and 3) to developing
underlying technologies (WP4, 5, 6, 7) and helped the technology-oriented projectteam members to envision the applications that need to be developed and to empathize with people that would be using these applications
and, based on this
understanding, to agree upon a range of technical issues and to start developing
the technologies that are needed.
4.3. Demonstrators in the form of mock-ups
In the project's second and third year, a lot of e®ort was put into building the
enabling, underlying technologies (WP4, 5, 6, 7) and in further developing the
applications (WP3). Based on a shared understanding of the storyboards and on
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Mock-ups for Family Game/Space Explorers: a mock-up of an RFID device and playing cards (a),
and a set-up with a vertical screen for communication and horizontal screen for game play (b).

¯ndings from the focus groups with users, project-team members developed
demonstrators in the form of mock-ups: pieces of technology that do not fully work,
but that demonstrate key aspects of the application. The purpose of developing such
mock-ups is to explore and discuss possible solutions and to promote communication, cooperation and the development of shared understanding between projectteam members in di®erent work packages, and also the production of tangible
results, which can be used to communicate with people outside the project.
For the Family Game/Space Explorers, the idea was to develop several tangible
elements that people will use at each location, so that the interaction is not only
virtual between locations, but also tangible in each location. One example is the
development of a mock-up of a RFID device that reads the RFID tags on playing
cards that are used during the game (Fig. 4(a)). Making this mock-up helped to
explore both the technical feasibility of RFID technology, and its added value for the
game play, i.e. from the perspective of user experience.
Furthermore, mock-ups were developed to experiment with screens that support
both communication and game play. A set-up was developed with a vertical TV screen
on the wall that acts as communication screen with the other \space stations" (other
households) and a horizontal multi-touch screen in the table that acts as interface to
the game play (Fig. 4(b)). These mock-ups were evaluated in a series of user tests.
In parallel with the development of these mock-ups, several screen shots were
developed in an iterative process in order to discuss options for interaction design
(Fig. 5). The screenshots show the sorts of information that the game designer felt
would be useful, such as the status of the game play and live video communication
with the other players at the other location(s). Discussion of these mock-ups helped
to make the decision to separate the horizontal screen (game play) from the vertical
screen (communication).
4.4. Demonstrators in the form of prototypes
Next, several prototypes were built, in order to integrate technology components
into a working application. We use the term prototype to refer to an artifact which
1440001-11
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Screenshots for the Family Game/Space Explorers: ¯rst iteration (a) and second iteration (b).

actually
at least partly
works, and which is based on a type of technology that
is very similar to the technology that would also make the \real" application work.
The purpose of developing these prototypes is to evaluate and discuss the technical
feasibility and to convincingly illustrate the project's overall vision and goals, especially with people outside the project.
In one review meeting, the external reviewers suggested that the project needs to
become more focused and concrete. They advocated further developing one application (not all ¯ve) and building a prototype, in order to practically demonstrate its
functions and bene¯ts
preferably by enabling the reviewers actually interact with
the prototype and to experience these functions and bene¯ts ¯rst-hand. In response,
a prototype was built of Family Game/Space Explorers, which was presented and
discussed in the next review meeting. This prototype brought together di®erent
components and technologies and successfully demonstrated some key bene¯ts of
TA2 technologies and components (Fig. 6). This prototype will also be used in user
studies.
Another example of bringing focus and concreteness in the project by building a
prototype occurred when the project-team members discussed the ¯ve applications,
and decided not to further develop Child's Play and to start developing TA2 Lite,

(a)
Fig. 6.

(b)

Prototype of Family Game/Space Explorers: screenshot (a) and people playing the game (b).
1440001-12
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a relatively simple version of the larger TA2 system (\bridging the gap from feature
rich to feasible"). In addition, plans were made to use the TA2 Lite prototype also as
a vehicle for the development and evaluation of one new, and relatively simple,
application: storytelling. The plan is to evaluate this application by letting people
use it in their daily lives, in their homes, over a period of several weeks.
In sum, the goals of building prototypes are two-fold: to facilitate multi-disciplinary team work, iterations of development and evaluation, and focus on delivering
tangible results within the project-team; and to facilitate communication with
people outside the project, e.g. concerning the value of the project's overall vision
and its tangible results.
4.5. Project management visuals
Since shared understanding is needed both on a content-level and on a process-level,
and since visuals can help to promote shared understanding on a content-level, it is
not surprising that visuals were also used to promote shared understanding on a
process-level, e.g. to discuss ways to organize and manage the project. The diagrams
that present the project's work packages and its activities (Figs. 1 and 2) were used
in this manner.
The project manager used a drawing of a pyramid to discuss the organization of
the project (Fig. 7(a)). The drawing presents the overall project vision in the top of
the pyramid (to improve relationships between groups of people) and speci¯c
technologies in the lower parts of the pyramid (existing knowledge and solutions, key
enablers and essential outputs). Discussing this pyramid helped project-team
members to create a better match between the (relatively abstract) project vision
and the (relatively concrete) technologies that need to be developed
to mitigate

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Project management visuals: pyramid diagram (a), used to discuss the relationship between the
overall project vision (to enable people to experience togetherness, to engage in social communication and
to nurture social relationships) and speci¯c key enabling technologies (e.g. telecommunication, gaming
and multimedia applications), and rope-making drawing (b), used to discuss the need to integrate di®erent
perspectives (enabling technology, social science and users' experiences) and to deliver tangible results
(working prototypes that are evaluated in cooperation with users).
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the risk of developing technologies for their own sake or of losing sight of the
project's vision.
Another drawing that was used to promote shared understanding on a processlevel, was the drawing of rope-making (Fig. 7(b)). The project manager discussed
this drawing to convey a sense of urgency about bringing together many of the
project's \loose ends" by better integrating technology, social science, and user experience perspectives within the project, and, at the same time, to convey a sense of
optimism, to project-team members as well as to external reviewers, that these
aspects can, and will be, integrated. Discussing this drawing did help to motivate
project-team members to better integrate their work and to deliver results for the
next external review meeting.
4.6. Summary
The ¯ndings from this case study are summarized in Table 1. The ¯ve types of
scenarios, demonstrators and visuals are listed in roughly chronological order, and
also in a \logical" order, of increasing detailed and realism
in line with the ideas
Table 1. Overview of the ways in which scenarios (short written descriptions and storyboards),
demonstrators (mock-ups and prototypes) and project management visuals helped to promote shared
understanding.
How scenarios, demonstrators and visuals promoted shared
understanding . . .
. . . on a content-level

. . . on a process-level

Scenarios in the form of short
written descriptions

To express, discuss and prioritize ideas for developing ¯ve
applications

To discuss the project vision and to
empathize with users

Scenarios in the form of
storyboards

To discuss more precisely and
further develop the applications
To discuss and evaluate applications with users

To discuss the project vision and the
ambition to produce tangible
results, within the project and
outside the project

Demonstrators in the form of
mock-ups

To explore and practically
evaluate possible solutions
To conduct evaluations with
users, in laboratory tests
and trials

To integrate work from di®erent
work packages within the project
To promote progress and to produce
tangible results

Demonstrators in the form of
prototypes

To discuss technology options
and bene¯ts, within and
outside the project
To conduct evaluations with
users, in their daily lives
(planned)

To bring more focus and realism into
the project

To understand how technologies (means) can practically
contribute to the overall
project vision (end)

To combine the project vision and
development of technologies
(pyramid)
To discuss the need to integrate work
and work packages (rope-making)

Project management visuals
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that are being expressed and discussed, and that gradually become more detailed
and realistic.

5. Discussion
Based on this case study (above), we will discuss some of the ways in which scenarios
and demonstrators can promote shared understanding in the context of organizing
and managing multidisciplinary teamwork and iterative cycles in an innovation
project.
In the early phases of the project, the project manager and project coordinators
acknowledged the di±culties of managing TA2 (and similar research projects in the
early phases of innovation) and identi¯ed several project management issues
organizing e®ective communication, managing diversity, facilitating collaborative
decision-making, keeping the project on track, and achieving high-quality results
and proposed ways to productively cope with them [Gupta et al. (2010)]. Moreover,
the project manager reasoned that one cannot predict the future and that, therefore,
one cannot know, at the start of a project, what kind of results one must aim to
realize:
It is hard to predict the future. It is hard to anticipate how users
will react to new technologies or applications but we have to try. To
do so, we are building a number of concept demonstrators to help us
understand the potential of both the services and the technologies
that support them . . . each has a particular focus and is designed to
help answer a particular research question. The concept demonstrators help us to understand how people perceive some of the new
service concepts, how they seek to use them and how they react to
speci¯c features or capabilities that reside within them.
In order to productively combine the need for exploration and iteration, and the
need to make progress and deliver results, the project manager advocated developing
and evaluation so-called path¯nders. For each application, the scenarios and
visualizations need to be understood as, and treated as, path¯nders, i.e. as means to
explore an unknown terrain and as means to advance through that terrain
or, in
terms of design thinking: as ways to explore and frame the problem and to explore
and develop possible solutions
and not as speci¯cations for any \real" product
that would be realized.
Path¯nders have multiple functions: to illustrate and demonstrate, to discuss and
evaluate the applications that are being developed, and to conduct research, e.g. into
users' experiences and into technology feasibility. Path¯nders are especially useful
in the early phases of innovation, where the focus is on exploring concepts, rather
than on developing products. The function of path¯nders is thus very similar to
the function of projectas. Furthermore, Carroll [2000] similarly discussed several
ways in which scenarios can help in systems development: (i) scenarios help to re°ect
on the content of the design work and to coordinate the work; (ii) scenarios help to
manage the °uidity of design situations because they are both concrete and °exible;
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(iii) scenarios help developers to anticipate the consequences of design decisions
because they o®er multiple views; (iv) scenarios help to make generalizations because
they can be abstracted and categorized; and (v) scenarios help to make the design
process more accessible to the people involved and to stakeholders because they
facilitate communication.
It is critical to acknowledge and to appreciate that an innovation process is
always a creative process and a social process [Bucciarelli (1994)]
a process in
which people communicate and cooperate, and jointly explore, learn and create. The
manager of the TA2 project once described, in poetic terms, the process of jointly
developing ideas:
In the beginning was the idea. And the idea was with the designer and
without him was nothing that is designed. And on the ¯rst day the
designer articulated the design using words. And the words were with
the designer, and the design was the designer's. And the words and
the writing were the ¯rst iteration. And then he shared them. But the
words were without form and could lead to ambiguity and omission.
And the designer spake unto his collaborators and saith unto them:
Improve these ideas. And they discussed and tinkered with them and
after having created light they requested that the light was separated
from darkness in forms that illustrated, on two dimensions, the words.
And lo, a sketch was created and the designer saw that it was good.
And the tinkering and the illustration were the second iteration.
Often, a key issue is choosing an appropriate level of detail for these scenarios and
demonstrators, to e®ectively express and discuss an idea
because di®erent levels
of detail are appropriate for di®erent settings or purposes. For example, ideas in the
early phases of a project are best expressed as rough sketches, in order to discuss the
idea, without going into details. But later on, ideas are best expressed in detail, in
order to discuss and evaluate these details. Visualizations with too much realism or
detail in an early stage can set wrong expectations and can confuse, e.g. higher
management or stakeholders. Too much realism or detail can lead to too much
optimism about, e.g. time to market (\Sorry, this is only a demonstrator; a lot of
work still needs to be done on the technology . . ."), or can lead to overly critical
remarks about, e.g. the user interface design (\Sorry, this is only a demonstrator, a
lot of work will have to be done on the user interface . . .").
There was, e.g. some confusion during one review meeting, concerning the level
of detail in the prototype of the Family Game/Space Explorers which project-team
members showed to the external reviewers. The advantage of showing a prototype is
that people can actually interact with the application, but a disadvantage of showing
a prototype is that people can also react to its many current shortcomings, e.g. user
interface details that have not received proper attention. In a discussion of mock-ups
or prototypes, the people involved also need to have a shared understanding of the
level of detail. They need to discuss the overall idea and some functional elements,
but they do not yet need to discuss user interface design details (because often these
have not yet been designed properly).
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Furthermore, it is important to balance costs and lead-time of di®erent forms of
visualizations. It is relatively cheap and quick to produce and evaluate sketches,
whereas it can be relatively expensive and time-consuming to produce and evaluate
prototypes
with the costs and lead-time needed for storyboards and mock-ups
somewhere in-between. Therefore, the people involved need to take into account
these costs and lead-times strategically and practically when planning the project
activities.
Moreover and from a project management perspective, the challenge for projects
like TA2, is often to enable and allow project-team members to explore and to
diverge, and
at the same time
to support them to converge and to deliver
results. This often provides tensions for project management and requires a careful
balancing between providing project-team members with °exibility and relatively
high levels of freedom, while
at the same time
providing them with structure
and instilling in them a sense of urgency to integrate di®erent tasks and to deliver
results according to planning.
Last but not least, it should be noted that the fostering of exploration and the
organizing of iterations can be di®erent from \traditional" project management.
Managers can get \panicky" when there is too much exploration and iteration, and not
enough concreteness and convergence. In such a \panicky" situation, it is helpful that
scenarios, storylines, mock-ups and prototypes o®er some handheld: they make visual
and tangible that the project is moving forward, that concrete results can be delivered.

6. Conclusions and Implications
Based on an exploratory study of one innovation project, we found that the development and evaluation of visualizations can promote shared understanding, both
of the project's content and of its process. More speci¯cally, we found that:
.

The development and evaluation of scenarios and storyboards, in the early phases of
the project, can help project-team members: to express, discuss and prioritize ideas
for products or services, to further develop these ideas and to evaluate these with
others, e.g. with potential users (content-level); and to discuss the overall project
vision and approach, and to envision and produce tangible results (process-level).
. The development and evaluation of mock-ups and prototypes, in later phases of
the project, can enable project-team members: to explore and evaluate possible
solutions, to discuss technology options and bene¯ts within the project-team and
with people outside the project, and to conduct evaluations with users (contentlevel); and to bring focus and realism in the project and to produce tangible results
(process-level).
. Using visuals to discuss ways to organize and manage the project can also be
useful, e.g. to promote shared understanding concerning the project vision and the
ways in which speci¯c technologies can help to realize that vision, and to promote
shared understanding within the project-team about ways to practically organize
and manage multi-disciplinary team work and iterative cycles of research, design
and evaluation.
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Scenarios and demonstrators are helpful for several purposes: for putting users
and their experiences center stage; for empathizing with users and their needs; for
facilitating productive iterations of exploring, trying-out and learning; and for
producing tangible results. In short, they promote creativity as well as productivity.
Based on this, the development and evaluation of scenarios and demonstrators
should be an integral part of any HCD project or any innovation project that aims to
develop innovative technology without falling into the trap of technology push.
Furthermore, the development and evaluation of scenarios and demonstrators is
especially useful in projects that follow a designerly approach of trying-out and
learning, since scenarios and demonstrators help to make progress within a situation
of complexity and uncertainty, and in projects that are organized as networked
innovation, since scenarios and demonstrators promote and facilitate communication and cooperation between di®erent organizations or departments. Although the
project which we studied (TA2) is research-oriented, our ¯ndings are useful for other
innovation projects and for the early phases of product development.
These conclusions are relevant for innovation management theory and practice
because they can change the way we see the role scenarios or demonstrators. Rather
than seeing them as ends or results, i.e. as if these scenarios or demonstrators could
be directly transformed into real products or services (which could be appropriate in
the later phases of product development), we can see them as means to foster a
designerly approach, an iterative process in which exploration, trying-out and
learning are made possible
as means to advance in a context of complexity and
uncertainty (which would be appropriate for an innovation project or the early
phases of product development).
In that line of thought, it would be interesting to see further research into what
would be appropriate levels of details for scenarios and demonstrators. It would, e.g.
be interesting to study the use of demonstrators that focus only on one element of the
product or service at hand, e.g. only the quality of video communication
where
the rest of the demonstrator is (temporarily) less detailed. Such demonstrators could
be used to facilitate focused discussions, with speci¯c audiences and in speci¯c settings. They could function as conversation pieces, to spark the imagination and
make ideas \click" between people
i.e. to facilitate shared understanding.
Moreover, we propose that managers of innovation projects can more e®ectively
steer the project by steering the development and evaluation of visualizations, because these help to foster e®ective communication and practical cooperation. Of
course, the development and evaluation of scenarios, storyboards, mock-ups and
prototypes requires money and time, but these investments can easily pay back in
terms of, e.g. improved idea generation, improved collaboration between disciplines
and improved quality of the results [Steen et al. (2011)]. In that light, it would be
interesting to see further research into the ways in which such investments actually
pay back in other projects, e.g. in product or service development.
Based on our case study, we propose that the money and time spent on scenarios,
storyboards, mock-ups and prototypes can actually reduce costs and lead-time, if
organized appropriately and managed e®ectively.
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